
Accounting Standards for Private 
Enterprises (ASPE) Update 2020
Introduction

It was a busy year for the Accounting Standards Board (AcSB or the 
Board) and for Part II of the CPA Canada Handbook – Accounting: 
Accounting Standards for Private Enterprises (ASPE). As was the 
case with many during the COVID-19 pandemic, the Board had to 
pivot and make quick decisions to address stakeholder needs during 
these unprecedented times. These decisions include the deferral 
of the effective date of some amendments and new standards. 
Whilst the pandemic has caused many changes, the Board was still 
hard at work advancing the progress of various ongoing projects, 
including its project on employee future benefits and related party 
transactions. In addition, the Board began discussions around 
the need for a project on cloud computing arrangements due to 
an increase in these types of arrangements. This publication will 
provide a look at some COVID-19 accounting impacts, an outline 
of amendments and standards effective over the next few years and 
an overview of the projects the Board has on the go that will affect 
private sector entities. 

COVID-19 Impacts

Global, national and local responses to the COVID-19 outbreak 
are continuing to evolve and change. The implications of this virus 
are far reaching. It is impacting operations in nearly every sector 
and has led to widespread economic uncertainty and volatility 
in financial markets. Some of the ways in which the pandemic is 
affecting entities include:

• Reduced consumer demand for goods and services due to lost 
income and/or restrictions on consumers’ ability to move freely;

• Reduction in ability to provide goods and services and lost 
revenues due to government imposed shutdowns;

• Difficulties in collecting from customers and other 
counterparties facing financial difficulties;

• Lack of investment in capital improvements and construction 
reducing demand for many goods and services;

• Reduction in market prices for commodities and financial assets, 
including equity and debt instruments; 

• Receipt of government grants, discounted loans and tax 
deferrals for economic stimulus; and

• Disruption of global supply chains due to restrictions placed on 
the movement of people and goods.

The financial reporting implications for entities may be similarly 
broad, and the precise effects will depend on the facts and 
circumstances of each entity. The following are some financial 
reporting considerations entities should keep in mind for December 
31, 2020 and subsequent year ends.

Going concern

It is management’s responsibility to make an assessment of an 
entity’s ability to continue as a going concern. In making this 
assessment, management must consider all available information 
about the future, which is at least, but not limited to, 12 months 
from the date of the balance sheet. 

Typically, when an entity has a history of profitable operations and 
ready access to financial resources, a conclusion that the going 
concern basis of accounting is appropriate may be reached without 
detailed analysis. In other cases, management may need to consider 
a wide range of factors relating to current and expected profitability, 
debt repayment schedules and potential sources of replacement 
financing before it can satisfy itself that the going concern basis is 
appropriate.  

However, the COVID-19 outbreak is an unprecedented situation. 
Due to the rapidly changing economic conditions, a more robust 
assessment of going concern may need to be performed than in the 
past. The assessment should include incorporate appropriate shocks 
to forecasts to reflect the impact of this unique pandemic situation. 
This does not mean that all private sector entities will automatically 
have a going concern issue requiring going concern disclosure in 
their financial statements, but that a more robust assessment 
should be performed. 

Impairment

Financial assets & lease assets

Impairment of financial assets including trade receivables and loan 
receivables may increase due to an increase in financial difficulty of 
customers or borrowers. Entities should keep in mind that historical 
information may no longer be the best predictor of future events. 
When impairment exists, entities would follow the guidance in 
Section 3856, Financial Instruments, to write the financial assets 
down to the appropriate value.
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Similarly, due to the impacts of COVID-19, including financial 
difficulties encountered by tenants, there may be indicators that 
individual lease assets or a groups of similar lease assets of a 
landlord are impaired.  In such cases, entities would follow the 
guidance in Section 3065, Leases, to determine whether there is 
impairment and if so, to write the assets down to the appropriate 
amount.

Inventory

Under ASPE, an entity’s inventory is measured at the lower of cost 
and net realizable value. Net realizable value is the estimated selling 
price in the ordinary course of business less the estimated costs of 
completion and the estimated costs necessary to make the sale. 
As a result of the impacts of the pandemic, there may be declines 
in sales as customers decide to reduce spending. Lower demand 
for goods may also decrease sales price, which could also lead to 
impairment. There may be significant disruptions to supply chains, 
which could increase costs of completion. Entities would need to 
evaluate their inventories for damage, spoilage, or obsolescence 
caused by the effects of the outbreak.  There could be a significant 
impact on perishable goods or seasonal inventories. 

When there are conditions that lead to impairment of inventories, 
an entity may also not be operating at normal capacity. However, 
the allocation of fixed production overheads to the costs of 
conversion must continue to be based on the normal capacity of the 
production facilities. As a result, entities would need to recognize 
any unallocated overhead as an expense when incurred.

Investments

As a result of the impacts of COVID-19, there may be reductions 
in the carrying value of an entity’s subsidiaries, interests in joint 
arrangements, and significant influence investments accounted 
for using the equity method due to losses incurred by the investee.  
In certain situations, an entity may even be required to record 
liabilities for losses incurred beyond the carrying value of their 
investment.

Additionally, an entity would need to assess whether there are 
indicators that the carrying value of its subsidiaries, interests in joint 
arrangements, and significant influence investments accounted for 
via either the cost method or the equity method may be impaired 
due to the impacts of COVID-19.

Long-lived assets, intangible asset and goodwill

As a result of the effects of the pandemic, many entities may have 
indicators that the carrying amount of their long-lived assets, 
intangible assets and goodwill may not be recoverable and so the 
assets need to be tested for impairment. 

When testing for impairment of long-lived assets (e.g. property, 
plant and equipment) and definite life intangible assets, assets are 
grouped together to form an asset group at the lowest level for 
which identifiable cash flows are largely independent of cash flows 
of other assets and liabilities. Then the carrying value of the asset 
group is compared to the group’s expected undiscounted cash flows. 

If the carrying value is greater than the undiscounted cash flows this 
indicates an impairment loss most likely needs to be recorded. To 
determine the amount of the impairment loss, the carrying value of 
the asset group is compared to the group’s fair value. Any excess of 
the carrying value over the fair value is recorded as an impairment 
loss. 

Indefinite life intangible assets are tested for impairment by 
comparing the asset’s carrying value to its fair value. If the carrying 
value exceeds the fair value, an impairment loss is recorded for the 
excess amount.

Goodwill is tested for impairment at the reporting unit level. 
When the carrying amount of the reporting unit to which goodwill 
is assigned is greater than the fair value of the reporting unit, an 
impairment loss must be recognized for the excess.

Under ASPE, impairment losses recorded on long-lived assets, 
intangible asset and goodwill cannot be reversed in the future.

Assets an entity has acquired in recent business combinations are 
particularly susceptible to impairment as a result of the impacts of 
COVID-19. This is because these assets were recorded at fair value 
initially and there will not be much cushion to shield a decline in 
their fair value.  Indefinite life intangible assets and goodwill will be 
particularly susceptible, since any change in assumptions used in 
determining fair value (e.g. cash flows or discount rates) could lead 
to impairment.  

Debt restructuring

Lenders and borrowers may enter into agreements to modify 
the terms of financial instruments such as bank loans or related 
party loans. These modifications may take the form of reduced 
interest rates, modification to payment terms and ‘grace periods’ 
for covenant violations. Entities would follow the requirements of 
Section 3856, Financial Instruments, for the modification of assets 
(for lenders) and liabilities (for borrowers). These modifications may 
give rise to gains for borrowers and losses for lenders. 

Rent concessions

Landlords may offer concessions to tenants as a result of the 
pandemic. Currently applying the guidance in Section 3065, Leases, 
when accounting for modifications to leases as either a lessor or 
a lessee can be onerous, especially for entities with many leases. 
As a result, the AcSB issued an Exposure Draft in September 
2020 proposing to add optional relief to Section 3065, so that 
changes to the provisions of an existing lease that occur as a direct 
consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic would not need to follow 
the existing modification guidance.  Instead, for a rent concession 
resulting in:

• A deferral of lease payments with no changes to the total 
payments required by the original lease contract, a lessee and 
a lessor would continue to account for the lease according 
to the terms of the original lease contract. To account for the 
rent concession, a lessee would recognize a lease payable and 
a lessor would recognize a lease receivable for the amount 
representing the deferred lease payments.
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• A reduction in the total payments required, a lessee and a lessor 
would continue to account for the lease according to the terms 
of the original lease contract. To account for the rent concession, 
a lessee and a lessor would recognize the reduction in total 
lease payments in net income in the period to which the lease 
payments relate. 

This relief would be limited to only those reductions in payments 
originally due on or before December 31, 2021, that result in total 
payments required being the same or less than the total payments 
required by the original lease contract (except to the extent there is 
an increase that reflects the time value of money). The amendments 
would be effective for fiscal years ending on or after December 31, 
2020, with earlier adoption permitted for financial statements not 
yet authorized for issue. 

The AcSB reviewed the feedback received on the Exposure Draft 
and approved the amendments in October. The amendments are 
expected to be issued in the Handbook in November 2020. 

Revenue recognition 

Recognition of revenue requires that the revenue is measurable 
and that ultimate collection is reasonably assured. Refunds or 
concessions offered to customers may introduce uncertainty 
into the timing of revenue recognition. They may also introduce 
uncertainty into the ultimate collection of revenue and as such, it 
may be appropriate to record revenue only when ultimate collection 
is reasonably assured. 

Additionally, due to government imposed shutdowns and 
disruptions in supply chains, some entities may experience delays 
in performing work on projects where revenue is recognized under 
the percentage of completion method. This may result in changes to 
the timing of when revenue can actually be recognized compared to 
management’s original forecasts, as work may not be completed on 
schedule.

Government assistance

A large number of government stimulus programs have been 
undertaken in response to the pandemic. For any government 
funding an entity receives, the entity would need to determine how 
it needs to be accounted for under ASPE. For example, depending 
on the nature of the funding, it may be a government grant or 
forgivable loan that would be accounted for under Section 3800, 
Government Assistance; or a non-interest bearing loan that would 
be accounted for in accordance with Section 3856, Financial 
Instruments; or a tax credit that would be accounted for under 
Section 3805, Investment Tax Credits; or a tax deferral that would 
be accounted for under Section 3465, Income Taxes; or it may be 
funding that is a combination of items. The timing of the funding 
will also need to be analyzed to determine the accounting period in 
which the funding should be recognized.

Disclosures

In addition to recognition and measurement considerations for the 
items discussed above, entities must also consider the transparency 

of the financial statement disclosures overall. An entity will need to 
ensure the financial statements provide sufficient information about 
the extent and nature of the effects of COVID-19 on its financial 
position, results of operations and cash flows, so that a financial 
statement reader can clearly understand the impact. 

Additionally, where measurement uncertainty exists around 
amounts recognized or disclosed in the financial statements, 
appropriate disclosure of this uncertainty should be included in the 
financial statements as required by Section 1508, Measurement 
Uncertainty. 

Standards Effective in 2021

The AcSB has been mindful of the evolving situation related to 
the COVID-19 pandemic and sought to alleviate pressures on 
stakeholders as they navigate these difficult times. As a result, 
the AcSB has decided to defer the effective date for the following 
amendments, which were originally effective for fiscal years 
beginning on or after January 1, 2020, by one year to fiscal years 
beginning on or after January 1, 2021. Refer to the publications 
provided in the resource column below for more detailed 
information on these amendments.

Amendment/ New Standard Resources

Significant amendments 
to Section 3856, Financial 
Instruments, on accounting 
for retractable or mandatorily 
redeemable shares issued in 
a tax planning arrangement 
(RoMRS)

• Accounting Standards for 
Private Enterprises (ASPE) 
Update 2019

• ASPE at a Glance: 
Retractable or Mandatorily 
Redeemable Shares Issued in 
a Tax Planning Arrangement 
(RoMRS)

• Preferred Share are Changing 
– Is your Organization 
Affected

Significant amendments 
to Section 3856, Financial 
Instruments, and Section 
3840, Related Party 
Transactions, on accounting 
for related party financial 
instruments

• Accounting Standards for 
Private Enterprises (ASPE) 
Update 2019

• ASPE at a Glance: Section 
3856, Financial Instruments

• ASPE at a Glance: Section 
3840, Related Party 
Transactions

Narrow Scope Amendments 
to Section 3465, Income Taxes

• Accounting Standards for 
Private Enterprises (ASPE) 
Update 2019

• ASPE at a Glance: Section 
3465, Income Taxes - Future 
Income Taxes Method

Narrow Scope Amendments 
to Section 3051, Investments

• Accounting Standards for 
Private Enterprises (ASPE) 
Update 2019

• ASPE at a Glance: Section 
3051, Investments

https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/accounting-standards-for-private-enterprises-(aspe)-update-2019/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/accounting-standards-for-private-enterprises-(aspe)-update-2019/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/accounting-standards-for-private-enterprises-(aspe)-update-2019/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/romrs/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/romrs/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/romrs/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/romrs/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/romrs/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/preferred-shares-are-changing/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/preferred-shares-are-changing/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/preferred-shares-are-changing/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/accounting-standards-for-private-enterprises-(aspe)-update-2019/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/accounting-standards-for-private-enterprises-(aspe)-update-2019/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/accounting-standards-for-private-enterprises-(aspe)-update-2019/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/section-3856-financial-instruments/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/section-3856-financial-instruments/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/section-3840-related-party-transactions/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/section-3840-related-party-transactions/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/section-3840-related-party-transactions/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/accounting-standards-for-private-enterprises-(aspe)-update-2019/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/accounting-standards-for-private-enterprises-(aspe)-update-2019/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/accounting-standards-for-private-enterprises-(aspe)-update-2019/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/income-taxes-future-income-taxes-method/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/income-taxes-future-income-taxes-method/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/income-taxes-future-income-taxes-method/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/accounting-standards-for-private-enterprises-(aspe)-update-2019/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/accounting-standards-for-private-enterprises-(aspe)-update-2019/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/accounting-standards-for-private-enterprises-(aspe)-update-2019/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/section-3051-investments/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/section-3051-investments/
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Standards Effective in 2022

Similarly, in order to give entities more time to implement any 
needed changes, the AcSB has decided to defer the effective dates 
for the following amendment and new standard, which were 
originally effective for fiscal years beginning on or after January 1, 
2021, by one year to fiscal years beginning on or after January 1, 
2022. Refer to the publications provided in the resource column 
below for more detailed information on these amendments and new 
standard.

Projects on the Go

The AcSB currently has a number of projects in progress that 
propose future changes to the ASPE Handbook. The following 
provides a brief discussion of these projects.

Exposure Draft – Employee Future Benefits – Use of a Funding 
Valuation 

In 2018, Ontario’s pension regulator introduced a new reserve, 
the provision for adverse deviations (PfAD), in the going concern 
funding valuation for defined benefit plans. This reserve is meant 
to cover unexpected adverse deviations in such plans.  Similarly, in 
2016 Quebec enacted Bill 57, which eliminated the requirement to 
fund a pension plan on a solvency basis. Instead, plans are funded 
on a going concern basis with a new requirement to establish a 
reserve called a stabilization provision, the purpose of which is 
similar to that of the PfAD. Stakeholders have raised questions 
whether the PfAD and the stabilization provision should be included 
in the measurement of the defined benefit obligation when an 
entity makes an accounting policy choice to use a funding valuation 
under Section 3462, Employee Future Benefits, as there is currently 
diversity in practice. 

The AcSB issued an Exposure Draft in September 2019 to clarify the 
accounting. The Exposure Draft proposes that:

• When an entity has defined benefit plans without a funding 
valuation requirement, that the obligations for these plans be 
measured using an accounting valuation and that the previous 
accounting policy choice to measure such plans on a funding 
valuation basis be removed due to the complexities in applying 
this method and the diversity it is causing in practice.

• When an entity elects to use a funding valuation to measure the 
defined benefit obligation for defined benefit plans that have a 
funding valuation requirement: 

 - The defined benefit obligation would be measured at the 
amount that is required to be funded by contributions 
in accordance with legislative, regulatory or contractual 
requirements; and

 - The aggregate of all underlying components of the 
legislative, regulatory or contractual requirements would 
be included in that measurement of the defined benefit 
obligation (for example the Ontario PfAD and Quebec 
stabilization provision would be included).

The proposed changes would be effective for fiscal years beginning 
on or after January 1, 2022 with early adoption permitted. 
Simplified transitional provisions have also been proposed. The 
Board is currently assessing the feedback received on the Exposure 
Draft and plans to issue the amendments into the Handbook in the 
fourth quarter of 2020.

Project – Financial Statement Concepts

In March 2019, the AcSB approved a project to review the financial 
statement concepts in both Part II and Part III of the CPA Canada 
Handbook. The project will focus on:

• Elements (definition of an asset, liability, revenue and net 
assets);

• Recognition;
• Measurement;
• Disclosure; and 
• Unit of account
The first items to be addressed will be the definition of an asset and 
liability.

Project – Related Party Transactions

The results of an AcSB survey of stakeholders on the priority of 
projects for domestic standards identified Section 3840, Related 
Party Transactions, as a high priority. An area of concern identified 
by stakeholders was accounting for related party combinations.  
The Board is currently undertaking a research project to better 
understand the types of related party combinations undertaken 
by private enterprises and the accounting challenges of such 
transactions.  Once the results of the research project are 
determined, the Board will decide on next steps.   

Amendment/ New Standard Resources

New Section 3041, 
Agriculture, on accounting 
for an agricultural producer’s 
agricultural inventories and 
productive biological assets 

• Accounting Standards for 
Private Enterprises (ASPE) 
Update 2019

• ASPE at a Glance: Section 
3041, Agriculture

Significant amendments 
to Section 3400, Revenue, 
on accounting for multiple-
element arrangements; 
bill-and-hold arrangements; 
the percentage of completion 
method; gross vs. net revenue 
recognition; and upfront non-
refundable fees

• Accounting Standards for 
Private Enterprises (ASPE) 
Update 2019

• ASPE at a Glance: Section 
3400, Revenue – Update 
coming soon!

https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/accounting-standards-for-private-enterprises-(aspe)-update-2019/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/accounting-standards-for-private-enterprises-(aspe)-update-2019/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/accounting-standards-for-private-enterprises-(aspe)-update-2019/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/section-3041-agriculture/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/section-3041-agriculture/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/accounting-standards-for-private-enterprises-(aspe)-update-2019/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/accounting-standards-for-private-enterprises-(aspe)-update-2019/
https://www.bdo.ca/en-ca/insights/assurance-accounting/aspe-at-a-glance/accounting-standards-for-private-enterprises-(aspe)-update-2019/
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Project – 2021 Annual Improvements

The AcSB approved the 2021 Annual Improvements project, which 
is an annual process used to make minor improvements to the ASPE 
Handbook. The improvements seek to clarify guidance or wording 
and correct minor unintended consequences or conflicts. The topics 
the Board is considering addressing include presentation of related 
party balances; guidance on re-applying the first-time adoption 
provisions in Section 1500, First Time Adoption; cash flow disclosures 
related to business combinations; and minor clarification on 
measurement of related party transactions. The Board is currently 
developing an Exposure Draft that is set to be released in the fourth 
quarter of 2020.

Project – Cloud Computing Arrangements

Recently, more entities have begun using cloud-computing 
arrangements to access software. In the past, entities would do 
an outright purchase of software that would then be physically 
installed onto their own hardware. In a cloud computing 
arrangement, customers have the right to use software through 
remote access whereby the actual software resides on the vendor’s 
hardware. These arrangements contain varying contractual terms 
and the accounting can be complex. As a result, the AcSB is 
considering the need for accounting guidance for cloud computing 
arrangements. Research to date has identified that the two 
main issues are how the customer should be accounting for the 
fees paid in a cloud computing arrangement and for the related 
implementation costs. The Board will continue researching the 
issues and then determine next steps for the project.

Conclusion

As we head closer to the end of the year, now is the time to check 
in with your BDO advisor about how the impacts of COVID-19, the 
changes made to the ASPE Handbook and the projects on the go will 
affect your organization. Reach out to us today.
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